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1. Introduction, We present a version of the "Generalized stable 
manifold theorem" of Smale [2, p. 781]. Details will appear in the 
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society Summer Insti
tute on Global Analysis. 

Let M be a finite dimensional Riemannian manifold, UC.M an 
open set and ƒ: U—*M a Ck embedding (&£Z+). A set A C U is a 
hyperbolic set provided 

( 1 ) / ( A ) = A ; 
(2) TtM has a splitting E' ®EU preserved by Df ; 
(3) there exist numbers C > 0 and r < l such that for all w£Z+, 

max{||(iy| £')"||, \\(Df\ £ttHI) ^ CV». 
I t is known (J. Mather; see also [l]) that the Riemannian metric 
on M can be chosen so that C = l ; we assume C = l in what follows. 
The splitting is unique. 

Notation. If X is a metric space, Br(x) = {yÇiX\d(y, x)^r). If E 
is a Banach space, BE = Bi(0). If E-+X is a Banach bundle, J3J5 
*= Uxejsr BEX. 

A submanifold P F C M is a sfo&fe manifold through x of size /3 if 
PTOJS^^) is closed and consists of all yE:Bp(x) such that fn(y) is 
defined and in Bpfn(x) for all w £ Z + . 

An unstable manifold is defined to be a stable manifold for / _ 1 . 
Unstable manifolds are easier to handle in proofs, but stable ones are 
easier to describe notationally. Hence, we confine ourselves to the 
stable case. 

A Ck stable manifold system with bundle E is a family of Ck sub-
manifolds { W^JSGA such that 

(4) there exists j8>0 such that each Wx is a stable manifold 
through x of size /3; 

(5) £ is a vector bundle over A, and there is a map </>: V—*M of a 
neighborhood V of the zero section of E such that <t> maps each 
Vr\Ex diffeomorphically onto Wx; 

(6) <f> is fibrewise Ck in this sense: Let H: A XRq-^p~'1A be a trivial-
ization of E over A CA with H(AXD9)CV. Then each map 0X 

*=<f>oH\xXD«: Dq-*M is Ck, and 0: A->Ck(D«, M) is continuous. 
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2. Existence and uniqueness. 

THEOREM 1. Let A. be a compact hyperbolic set for f : U-^M. Then 
there exists a Ck stable manifold system { W^X^A with bundle E8 such 
that 

(a) each Wx is tangent to E*xat x; 
(b) (Wx—dWx)C\Wv is an open (possibly empty) subset of Wyfor 

all x, y in A; 
(c) there exist numbers K>0 and X < 1 such that if # £ A , zÇ_Wx and 

nEZ+ then d(fn(x), fn(z))^Kkn. 

The proof is based on the following stable manifold theorem for a 
hyperbolic fixed point in a Banach space. The case k = 1 is essentially 
contained in Chapter IX, Lemma 5.1 of Hartman [S]. 

Let L(') denote Lipschitz constant. 

THEOREM 2. For i = 0, 1 let 7 \ be an invertible linear operator on a 
Banach space Ei such that maxjUrr1!!» ||^o||} ^ r < l . There exists 
€>0, depending only on r, with the following properties. Put E= E0X Ei 
and T—ToXTi. 

(a) If f: BE-+E satisfies max{ | / ( 0 ) | , L{f— T)\ <e, there exists a 
unique map g: BE0—*BEi such that 

graph g = 5 J S n / ^ ( g r a p h g); 

(b) # £ g r a p h g if and only if fn(x)Ç:BE for all w^O; 
(c) L(g) g l ; and g is Ck if f is C*f and g depends Ck continuously 

onf. 

Such a T is a hyperbolic linear map. We call g a stable manifold 
function for/ . 

OUTLINE OF PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let S6 denote the Banach space 
&(TAM) of bounded sections of T&M, and ScCZSb the closed sub-
space of continuous sections. Let Bb = BSb and Be = BSc denote the 
unit balls. For #£:A let ex: MX—>M be the exponential map. If the 
metric on M is multiplied by a large constant there will be a Ck map 
fb: B

b-j>Sb given by the formula 

fb(<r)f(%) = efxfexa{%). 

(We motivate the definition of fb by considering the Banach manifold 
9fTC(A, M) of bounded maps A—>M and the local diffeomorphism 

F:9fll(A, U) -> 9Tl(A, M) 

given by 
F(h) =foho(f~l\ A). 
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A coordinate chart for 9ÎZ(A, M) with values in ^(TAM) is obtained 
by letting the section <r correspond to the map x h^e^cr{x) of A into M. 
The expression for F in these coordinates is then ƒ&.) This is the 
natural action of ƒ on sections <r. 

The derivative of ƒ& at 0 is the hyperbolic linear map Dfb(0)cr 
=Dfo<rof~1; the corresponding splitting of Sb is Sb(E8) ®Sb(Eu) 
= £%&!!%. We may assume L(fb—Dfb(0)) so small that by Theo
rem 1, fb has a Ck stable manifold function Gb: B\-*Bl (where B\ = BS?S1 

etc.). Similarly let Ge: Bc
s-*Be

u be the stable manifold function of 
fe=fh\B<:B*->S*. 

LEMMA. If # 0 £ A and <ri, o^G-Bj are such that <Ti{x^) =(r2(xo) Jfetfw 

PROOF. G6(f) is the unique section £ such that | ƒ£(£#, £x)| ^ 1 for 
all nÇiZ+ and #EiA, by Theorem 2(b). Applying this to 

f *(#) = 0 if # 7̂  #0, 

= ^*(^o) if # = #o 

proves the lemma. 
The lemma implies that Gc = Bb\Be

81 and that there is a function 
H:BE*->BEU such that Gb(a)=H o<r. Also Gc(o)=Hocr, implying 
the continuity of H. Each map 77x: BE8

X-^BE^ is C*. The map 
<t>: BE*—>M is defined by <t>(y) =e(y, H(y)). I t can be shown that <j> 
is fibrewise Ck by writing <£ as the composition. 

(x, p) c Gc X 1 c » 
BE8^-^B8 X A >J5WX A->ikf 

where £ is the bundle projection of E8; x* BE8—+Be
s is a fibrewise C* 

map assigning to each yC.BE8 a section of E8 through y of norm 
^ 1 ; and v is the evaluation map v(a, x) =a(x). 

3. Smoothness of the splitting of TAM. 

THEOREM 3. Let ƒ: U-^M be C2, and suppose Ais a compact hyper
bolic set which is a C2 submanifold. Then E8 is a C1 subbundle of TAM 
provided \\Df\Eu\\ -\\Df~l\Eu\\ .||Z)/|£*|| < 1 . In particular this holds if 
E8 has codimension 1. 

The special case A = M gives 

COROLLARY 4. Let f be a C2 Anosov diffeomorphism of a compact 
manifold M. If the stable manifolds have codimension 1 they form a C1 

foliation of M. 

yC.BE8
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This was stated for dim Af=2 in Anosov [4]. On the other hand, 
Arnold and Avez [3] state that if E* has dimension 1 then the stable 
manifolds form a C1 foliation. 

OUTLINE OF PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Give TAM a C1 splitting 
F'®FU approximating E9@EU. For each x £ A the subspace E%Ç_MX 

is the graph of a linear map Gx\ Fl~+F%, and 

graph Gfx = Df(x) (graph Gx). 

We consider Gx as an element in the bundle L—>A whose fibre over x 
is the Banach space Lx of linear maps F*x—>F%\ then G is a section of 
L invariant under the map T : BL—+BL defined as follows. Write 
Df-1 : F8 @ Fu-+F' @ Fu as a matrix 

a 
where A: F'-tF', B: FU-*F', C: F8-^>FU, and D: FU-*FU are maps 
covering f~l: A—»A. Define Tx: Lx—>Lf-lx by 

r.(X) = (C, + BJl) o (Ax + Bx\)-\ 
Theorem 3 is proved once we know that G is C1. This follows from 

THEOREM 5. Let E—±M be a Cl Banach bundle. Let h: M—+M be a 
diffeomorphism covered by a C1 map T: BE-+BE. Let a< 1 be such that 
each map Tx: BEx—>BEhX has Lipschitz constant g a . Then BE has a 
unique section a invariant under T. Moreover a is C1 provided \\Dh~l\\ 
<orl. 
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